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ABSTRACT

We discuss the geometric structure of the con-
figuration space of pure gravity. This is an
infinite dimensional manifold,/u , where each point
represents one spatial geometry gt.-(x). The metric
on \J^) is dictated by geometrodynaniics, and from it,
the Christoffel symbols and . Riemann tensor can be
found. A "free geometry" tracing a geodesic on the
manifold describes the time evolution of space in
the strong gravity limit. In a regularization
previously introduced by the authors, it is found
that J\, does not have the same dimensionality,^
everywhere, and that© is not a scalar, although it
is covariantly constant. In this regularization,
it is seen that the path integral measure can be
absorbed in a renarmalization of the cosmological
constant.
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1" I n troduc tior,

In the canonical description of the gravitational field,

the coordinates are the components of the metric tensor g .. (;••)

(i,j = 1,2 D, x = U1-) = C;;1 :*) ) that describes the

geometry of a D-dimensional Riemannian manifold, £± , evolving

in time £l-5j. The (D+l)-dimensional history swept by 2L is

spacetime. The dynamics of gravitation —geometrodynamics— is

spelled out in terms of the D(D+l)/2 functions g^.t;:) which

form an infinite—dimensional manifold \M*t the space of all

metrics (also called superspace ^6,7]) . Each point on

labelled by g ..(>:) corresponds to one —and only one-
J

geometry for 2-i although there sre infinitely many points oni/t.

that correspond to the same geometry, namely those metrics

that are diffeomorphic to each other.

It turns out that there is a metric structure on i/{, which

can be deduced from the dynamics of the gravitational field

itself. To our knowledge, neither the geometry of i/6 (the

space of all spatial metrics), nor that of >M* =i/t/DiffZl (the

space of all spatial geometries).have been discussed much in

the literature, with the possible exception of the string

which, in a sense, corresponds to gravity for D=l [.8,9] . On

the other hand, DeWitt C^j has extensively discussed the

geometry of the D(D+1)/2-dimensional manifold, M, of all sym-

metric matrices g;- (x) -for fixed -A- (see also refs. flO.,11]

for recent studies). Clearly, the two problems are related,



bu.t thera is an essential difference between M and \Mi in the

nondenumerable dimensianality of IA, . For one thing, tensors

like the metric, the Riemann tensor, etc, on i/C , are distri-

butions with support of measure zero on £ (delta-like distri-

butions). Products and contractions of these are ill-defined

(divergent) quantities that require a regularization in order

to deal with them.

Thus, the introduction of a regularization seems to

be an unavoidable need for doing tensor calculus on {/it . A

regularization, however, is a new ingredient, foreign to the

geometry, and its introduction has effects that do not usually

occur in ordinary, finite-dimensional manifolds.

It must be emphasized that although the regularization

we use is borrowed from quantum gravity, its introduction is

not required by quantum mechanics: the infinities arise from

taking traces over tensorial indices - infinite in range - of

purely "classical objects".

2. Riemannian Structure of_i/C

a. The metric

It . is no accident that the lagrangian and hamiltonian

formalisms of a dynamical system a.rB deeply rooted into the

geometric structure of its configuration space. Thus, far

instance if a Hamiltonian of a given system is

H = (1/2) (y <q) p p, + V(q), it describes a particle {of unit

mass) moving on a curved surface of coordinates q* and metric



b-q) (= ( $*"
b f* ). This is clearly so because the Lagranqian

is L - (1/2) ̂ ( q )q<vqis - V(q), where the kinetic term is

essentially the arc length squared on the configuration

manifold. This observation, when translated to the case of

gravity, endows the space with a metric structure that can

be read off from the kinetic term in the Hamil tonian [

(Here we have set the proper time gauge, N1=l (see refs. [4

had we not done so, ^.-(Xjy),,, in (1) would pick up an extra

factor N1) . From (1) the metric -which is the inverse of

<* (( K , y 5^— is found to be

where S^CXjy)^ = S ^ U J Y W g*Ny) ght(y) is a 8-like distri-

bution acting on the space of symmetric test tensors on 21 (see

refs. [12,13]):

On 21 > ^2' transforms as a second rank (contravariant

tensor density both in K and y, while on Ji/ it is, by defi-

nition, a symmetric (*) covariant tensor. In contrast with

DeWitt's metric [2J,

(*) ^ in (2) is symmetric under simultaneous exchange of
(i,j,x) and (k,l,y).



n is a bilocal object that treats discrete and continuous

indices, (i,j,:<), on equal footing (which is correct if one

wants to describe the infinite-dimensional manifold of all

geometries). Both metrics (2) and (4) Are related, however:

J
Thus, if we denote by |[hU and \h\ the norms of ht--(x) in

the metrics (2) and (4) respectively, we have

(5)

iiKf ̂  \\ y^^tujociUw) A

= [ 1 V»U)\Z **x . (6)

Despite this relation between B and ^ , the spaces M and J{,

are quite different. For example, the same function h(x) can

have zero norm in \s\j and non-zero norm in M, etc.

The inverse of (2) is the contravariant tensor (in

that appears in (1),

Here (7) is the inverse of (2) in the sense that



Clearly, the metric (2) is not invertible for two dimensional

spacetime (D=l)» This accounts - in part — for the peculiar

nature of gravity z.r\ 1 + 1 dimensions fe,9"\ . This happens

because if D=l qc. (>:) is just one scalar function ((f) and

both £N> (x,y)Kt and^J (x)g^y) & < **y ̂ reduce to o U,y)X

Cf ( K)-^P (y) ). This in turn reflects the fact that in two

dimensions, the Einstein-Hi lbert action Wl^l ^ eL X , is a

topological invariant - the Euler characteristic — and the

only other allowable piece in the action W \&\ 4x —the cosmo-

logical constant term— is not dynamical in the intrinsic

geometry: there are no velocities in the Lagrangian and hence

no kinetic term in (1).

We note in passing that since \/\, is infinite-dimen-

sional, the invertibility of a matrix does not depend on its

determinant being finite. (For example, suppose M ^ f X j y ) ^ be

an invertible matrix of unit determinant in KM> and Iet5ix,y) °

be its inverse. Then (1/2)M >• (x ,y )lt< would have vanishing

determinant, but its inverse would be 2StJ(x,y)fe* , which is

perfectly well defined - although its determinant would of

course be infinite.)

b. The affine connection

In the absence of additional structure, the metric

induces a symmetric affine connection on t/t through the

Christoffel symbols. This is the three-point object



After a little algebra, the right hand side reduces to

With this connection, one can define covariant derivatives of

tensors (and, in particular, check that the metric is

covariantly constant), etc. One can also

define a geodesic equation. Consider the one parameter family

of metrics ĝ .. (x,T ); then a "free geometry" can be defined as

a solution of the geodesic equation o

This equation describes a family of geometries of

constant spatial curvature density, Vg"1 R = const. Indeed, the

geodesic equation (10) can be obtained from varying the action

for a free metric propagating on A £23 :

- I '
- \)

where a dot represents ̂ -Mx. The hamil tonian for (11) is the

integral of the d\. X constraint, with V\[^'R-oL2' 1^,4,5^.

Thus, the free metric satisfies, the contraint of a geometry

7
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which "doss net interact" because the "potential",

g **• R, is an irrelevant constant (which could even be

renormalized to zero). This "free" geometry is also the 0" = o

or S-froOjor c—•o, limit of gravitation , (strong gravity)

[il,14J . This limit does correspond to the analogue of a free

particle in the sense that one could make a formal series

expansion in powers of cr for quantum gravity, and the zeroth

approximation (C"=0) gives the equivalent of a free propagator

for g c <x) Cs}.

The geodesic equation (10) can be modified by adding an

interaction of the metric with some "external force", in order

to describe the time evolution of a classical geometry.

Naturally, what has to be added is the gradient of the

potential,

where 6 .. is the D-dimensional Einstein tensor, (R t*? - -a- g..n

R). Actually, this could not be otherwise, since the geodesic

equation is just a disguised form of the full Einstein

equations (in D+1 dimensions) in the N - 1,N = 0 gauge:

{% Gv- - 0, (13)

where the (D+l)dimensional Einstein tensor, <qc; —*>Ci - M .•: K is

written using the Bauss-Codazzi equations in terms of the D-

dimensional metric gc. its time derivatives (gt-.}and spatial

derivatives (Rq ) .

8



Thus, we have completed the circle: the hamiltonian

dynamics dictates what is the metric structure of ^ ; a n d the

geodesic equation on J^ —with the appropriate interaction—

describes the dynamical time evolution contained in. the

hamiltonian. The fact that one uses the proper time gauge

does not weaken the argument. Working with arbitrary N " would

just add the remaining Einstein equations GOu. = o, when

varying with respect to N (although the simple geometric

interpretation would be obscured, of course).

c. The curvature.

Having defined an affine connection, it is

straightforward to construct the Riemann tensor. Its

expression is rather lengthy and not very illuminating, so we

will not reproduce it explicitly here. Suffice it to say that

it is a four-point object, containing triple products of £> -

like distributions,

Again, as in the previous cases, this object does not exist

for D=i.

An open question is now what would be the meaning of

the geodesic deviation equation in J\ , but we will not deal

with it here. This problem as well as the discussion of the

isometries of <M,, will be treated elsewhere [l9J .



3. Classical reqularization and quantum 1imi t •

The preceding construction shows that v/u has the

structure of a (pseudo) Riemannian manifold of infinite

dimension. It turns out, however, that in many practical

applications one needs to take traces of products of tensors

on t/\> and these might diverge. It does not help smearing out

ill-defined products of £-like distributions with coinciding

arguments (see, e.g. £_15j ) . One is thus faced with the

choice of giving up some calculations, or introducing a regular-

ization scheme to handle such ill-defined expressions in a

systematic way. The crucial point here is that a regulator is

straneous to the Riemannian structure of J\ } and amounts to a

specific set of rules (that usually do not commute) which Are

trivial if the space had a finite number of dimensions. We

should ask of the regulator that it yield sensible expressions

when we analyse the results on the space we live in. In other

words, a regularization that yields results which are

covariant on 7Z but non-covariant on «/{, might be acceptable,

whereas the inverse situation could not be right. With this

caveat in mind, we "calculate" the dimensionality of

kt
(15)

The result is straightforward;

- £i>(.i>+0 ) (16)

10



Clearly, the integrand is infinite, and if 2 is non-compact,

the integral would diverge even for constant integrand.

S (>'-") stand for lim &(;•:,;•:'), and since S( :<,:<') is a density of

x'-»x

weight 1 at ;•:, we define, following C.12,13_],

lim &(X,X') - $>l*,x) =
where Z is a scalar, infinite constant. Its canonical dimen-

sions are [lengthj" and can be viewed as an ultraviolet cut

off. It corresponds to the inverse cell volume, <M* , in a

lattice discretisation of the manifold 21 ,

~ *• (18)

With prescription (17), (16) is

where "V is the "volume" of 2J(infrared cut off). Combining

(18) and (19), we see that the dimension of(/tis essentially

the continuum limit of the "number of points" in the

latticized ZJ , times the number of components of g •? at each

point:

Q\ 1) U>*0 (~)L) - — x (Number of Lattice sites).

(20)

The regularization (17) was introduced in refs. Ql2,13j

in order to preserve general covariance in the quantum theory.

Actually, it can be shown that if one sets O(>;,x) = gV <:OZ

11



( Zindependent of g), invanance under general coordinate

transformations in iC implies V = /i .

Despite all this, a proof of the complete equivalence

between (17) and a lattice regularization is hard ta envisage

since discretization usually spoils covariance [_16j . Neverthe-

less, it is useful to go back and forth between the lattice

and the continuum points of view in order to understand better

the meaning of infinities such as (19).

The path integral formulation of quantum gravity

M
requires knowing the invariant measure of integration on v u f

\ . The determinant of the metric can be computed from

the relation between its derivatives and the contracted

Christoffel symbols.

5

In the regularisation (17), this means

-4) z * y

Integration then yields, up to an irrelevant constant,

- e , {23)

which clearly exhibits the right type of scaling behaviour (it

replaces the normalization LrTT-j i n t n e path integral).

12



It is interesting to note that the net effect of the

measure (23) in the path integral is a renormalization of the

CDsmological constant. In the action, the "bare" cosmological

constant term

2-Xc \ $*<*) <?* = 2*«,V, (2U)

can absorb the exponent of the measure (23) through the renor—

malization(*)

>.-* A ^ ̂  -£ll>-H)(l>-4)Z . (25)

Another consequence of the regularization (17) is that

the dimension of i/w is not constant throughout the manifold.

Clearly (19) is constant in the space where we live (Zl) , but

on i/tone finds

This rather shocking result should not come as a surprise:

assuming Z to be independent of gv--(x) means that when varying

the manifold —e.g. eq. (26)^, one modifies <ZJ leaving the

size of the lattice cells unchanged, thus generically changing

the number of points (N) of the lattice. Also, if the metric

(gt,. ) is changed, there is always the possibility that some of

its eigenvalues become zero. This changes dramatically the

(*) It is curious that in five spacetime dimensions (D=4),
^ c does not get renormalized.



dimensionality of both £-1 and IAJ siqnaled by zeroes in g .. (;•:)
J

and g *• (;•; ) which make g ̂  and the derivative of Jt? diverge.

Even more strange is the fact that if g L- • changes under a
J

coordinate transformation.

<7 changes by

J f ? A , (28)
which in general is not zero. This reflects two featurers of

the problem: a) vv is the space of metrics, not the space of

geometries, thus g^. and g . • + 6 gt>. B.rs different points on

\MJ regardless of the form of £g c. ; b) (27) does not by

itself define a diffeomorphism on S J one should add the

transformation of the coordinates,

X°-> x 1 ' - V tx)

which combined with (27) leaves "V" unchanged, and therefore
$& =0.

According to (26),v/{( would have a non-uniform dimension^

ality and it should perhaps be visualized as some sort of

fractal structure rather than as a regular manifold.

It should be stressed that our results are obtained by

first using the prescription (17) to evaluate (15), and then

varying the metric on ZL . If, on the contrary, we vary (15)

with respect to gt-. under the integral, the result would be

=0 instead. The non-commutativity of the variation and

14



the regularization can be understood as corresponding to dif-

ferent operations in the latticized manifold. Under the inte-

gral (15) (in the continum), Dirac S's and other g-indepen-

dent objects have vanishing variation and therefore do not

contribute when singular limits such as (17) arm taken after

the variation. The only way to reproduce this result if the

regularization were performed first, would be to assume that

O(g * Z) = 0 , i.e. that Z transforms as (g ^*- ) x (constant

scalar). This, in the lattice would mean changing the cell

volume v in the same proportion as "V", leaving the number of

lattice points unchanged. Assuming £(x,x) to be a scalar,

however, apart from spoiling covariance in quantum gravity

&.2,13j , means that-S would have indefinite transformation

properties under diffeomorphisms on C (it would not be a

scalar). For this reason we adopt the other point of view.

Finally, it is worth noting the relation between S and

det C , that makes it plausible that^ should not be constant

on

4U>-4) ( 2 9 )

At the same time, it is clear from (29) that <2 should be

covariantly constant on »/C. These two features can only be

realised if -O is not a scalar on ̂ a s it is manifest in (29)

as wel1.

15



4. Final Remarks.

We would like to comment on the significance of an

ultraviolet cut off for the geometry. As mentioned above, the

divergence ofZ3 arises from two independent features of the

manifold i-i : its possibly infinite volume "V, and its

continuum nature. The first problem can be circunvented if

one restricts the discussion to compact manifolds. The

continuum hipothesis, on the other hand^is more deeply rooted

in the conception of ZJ as a geometric manifold: no matter how

small a scale we use to look at 2a,it will always be a smooth

classical manifold. However, we know from quantum mechanics

that this is not so. As we approach the size of the Planck

-33length, Lp '-' 10 cm, quantum fluctuations destroy the picture

of a smooth manifold, and the harder we try to determine the

geometry of ZJ , the more violently it fluctuates. All sorts

of geometric configurations and topological transitions occur

producing what is known as spacetime foam. Thus, when using

the classical notions of geometry, there exists a natural cut

off at small distances borrowed from quantum mechanics,

Z -(LP) =

This situation is akin to what happens in classical

statistical mechanics for a continuous system [l7j. The heat

capacity is, from classical arguments t

cv -

16
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